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Chapter 1 : Fraction Games Help Kids Conquer Their Fear of Fractions While Having Fun.
Hands-On Learning Fractions Card Game (Hands-On Learning Math Games) [School Specialty Publishing] on
calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Reinforce fraction skills the fun way! The Fractions
card game is an entertaining way for students to learn the important concept of fractions.

Erin Bittman on November 7, These fraction games for kids boost understanding, critical thinking, and social
interaction. This activity, designed for two students, is just like the traditional card game War, but with
fractions! To prepare the deck, print this free Fraction War cards printable and cut the cards out. Students deal
out the deck evenly and place their cards in a pile, face-down in front of them. Students then compare their
fractions using the colored fraction bars. The player with the highest fraction gets to keep both cards. This
fraction game is great for comparing greater than, less than, and equal to. Do some Newspaper Fraction
Dancing. Turn on the music and boogie down! This math activity comes from Mrs. Kids learn about fractions
by folding and dancing on newspaper. Take them outside and play Fraction Hopscotch. This fraction game for
kids will get your students learning outside. Kids will design their own hopscotch board- with a twist. All of
the squares must be labelled with fractions. Go on a Fraction Picnic. For a fun math station, provide a variety
of food images cut out of magazines or printed out from the internet. Students will plan a picnic and choose
what food they want to bring along. Using a ruler and scissors, they will cut portions of their food choices and
glue them to a paper plate. Finally, they will label each item with the fraction name. This is a great activity for
practicing fraction skills and understanding the concept of division. Divide students into teams. One child
draws an picture that includes a fraction on the board. Their teammates try to correctly guess what the image is
as well as the fraction. If their team guesses correctly they get a point. The student who is drawing can divide
single objects to represent fractions shown above or they can draw multiple objects. Play Shake and Number
Bond. Kids shake the cup and pour the counters on the table. Then, without flipping any of their counters over,
they count how many of each color landed face up. For example, if 13 counters were rolled, six red and seven
blue landed face up. Six and seven are both parts of thirteen the whole. Have students write the number bond
see illustration above and fractions for each color. You could also use 10 frames with this game. After kids
spill their counters on the table, they place the counters on 10 frames. Kids see that 13 equals one 10 and three
ones, which helps with place value skills. Play a round of Equivalent Fractions Musical Plates. Get children up
and moving with this fun, kinesthetic fraction activity. Children are given a fraction and dance around to
music, trying to find its equivalent. Give each student a fraction written on a sticky note. Students remember
their fraction and stick it on their shirt. Next, lay out paper plates with fractions written or pasted on them.
You should make a variety of equivalent fraction plates for each student and spread them far apart so that
students will have to really look around to find a plate that is equivalent. Students dance and hunt for a
fraction that is equivalent to their own. When they find it, they stand on the paper plate. For each round,
students keep hunting for fractions. Once there are no more fractions that are equivalent to their own, they sit
out. Posted by Erin Bittman.
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Chapter 2 : best Fractions images on Pinterest in | Classroom, Primary school and 5 years
Hands-on Learning Fractions Card Game Reinforce fraction skills the fun way! The Fractions card game is an
entertaining way for students to learn the important concept of fractions.

Four different card games provide fraction practice and reinforcement. Objectives follow the rules of the
game. Keywords fraction, card game, games, proper fraction, reduce fractions Materials Needed One game
comes with a printable fraction card page. One game makes use of regular decks of playing cards with all face
cards removed. Two games will require that special decks of fraction cards be produced. Lesson Plan These
four card games provide fraction practice and reinforcement. Create decks of 52 fraction cards -- a different
fraction on every card. Arrange students into groups of four. Deal the cards, face down, one card at a time
until all students have a pile of 13 fraction cards. Students turn over the top cards in their piles in unison. The
student with the largest fraction wins the four cards in play. The player with the most cards at the end of the
game is the winner. The student with the smallest fraction wins the cards in play. If you teach elementary
grade students, print this page , which has on it 24 fraction cards 12 pairs of equivalent fraction cards. Have
students cut the cards along the ruled lines to create 24 cards. Turn the cards face down in a grid of 6 cards x 4
cards. Each player takes turns turning over two cards. If the two cards turned are equivalent fractions, the
player who turned them over keeps them. If the two cards are not equivalent, players try to remember where
they saw the cards. When all cards have been matched, the player with the most cards is declared the winner.
If you teach older students, you might create your own decks of cards with more complex fractions. Note that
there are examples of four equivalent fraction cards on the printable page provided: This game is for two
players. Write a wide variety of fractions on at least 50 index cards. Shuffle the cards and turn the deck upside
down. Students take turns flipping over the top card on the deck. If the card turned over cannot be reduced, the
first player to slap the card and say it cant be reduced" takes the card. When all the cards are gone, the player
with the most cards wins the game. For this game, students can use a regular deck of playing cards with all the
face cards and joker cards removed. Deal four cards to each player. Players use the cards they were dealt to
make the largest possible fractions. A proper fraction always has a smaller number in the numerator than it has
in the denominator. Award Player 3 a point, place all cards from that round at the bottom of the pile, and play
another round. The player with the most points at the end of the game is the winner. Assessment Assess
students based on their knowledge and use of fractions. Do they recognize equivalent, larger, and reduced
fractions?
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Chapter 3 : Compare Fractions | Activity | calendrierdelascience.com
On Learning Beginning Fractions Card Game (Hands-On Learning Math Games) DjVu, PDF, ePub, txt, physician
calendrierdelascience.com desire be cheerful whether you move ahead backbone afresh. Random Related Hands-On
Learning Beginning Fractions Card Game (Hands-On.

IN Harnessing the power of visual learning Monkey Fractions is our step towards inculcating visual learning
in kids. The images used can be easily found around us and thus will help kids to make the fraction
connection. Kids will learn fractions, not through jargons but real life objects around them. You can replicate
the objects on cards and it will be a great hands-on learning experience. No rote learning in fractions Kids
have great visual memory. They remember if they see a vivid image. So once kids memorize our cards, they
get on auto-pilot thus completely skipping fractions. So we introduced similar looking cards to create a bit of
confusion. Both the cards above have stars, but the fractions they hold are different. This and more such
features are added in the game. And here are some colorful printable fraction worksheets that you can
download for free We are sharing few Monkey Fractions free fraction worksheets. These are not computer
generated math problems but carefully designed math activities that bring out real life applications of math.
We are sure your kids are going to love them. It helps us stay focused, motivated and on our toes to design
better math games every time. Jas as reviewed on amazon. As mentioned in the product it does indeed
provides good practice to kids. Suzanne as reviewed on amazon. They LOVE memory type games. Although
the fractions are a little more difficult than what my standards dictate the kids quickly caught on how to find
and match the correct picture. Karise Dolan as reviewed on amazon. My daughter went from no interest in
math, to begging to learn fractions she is 4 so she can play this game! It is easy and fun. You match the
fractions to the pictures. It comes with all the flash cards, the slates to write on, and the markers! The kids take
turns, have fun, and learn! She is able to visualize what a fraction means. Here are more resources to help you
get even more math and logic practice We have shared some fraction tricks, DIY activities, creative classroom
games and many other resources. Use them and help the kids find even more joy with math practice. Adding
to the Christmas spirit of giving, Logic Roots brings to you another amazing family math board game â€”
Fractions Roll. Yes, no spending involved. Just download and play. In fact, Lego Math is just the right kind of
implicit learning which I look to provide my own kids and students. Over years I have found some great uses
of Lego Math. So, here I am, with my Lego math ideas which can be easily put to use by teachers and parents.
Two Fun Fraction Activities For Your Classroom Understanding fractions is not a piece of cake no pun
intended It takes one student a long time to finally come to terms with the concept of wholes and halves. In
this post, I will be introducing you, the teachers, two easy classroom activities which would not only
familiarize the kids with the concept of fractions but are also a lot of fun.
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These fraction games for kids boost understanding, critical thinking, and social interaction. Best yet, they're fun! 1. Play
a game of Fraction War. This activity, designed for two students, is just like the traditional card game War, but with
fractions! To prepare the deck, print this free.

Fractions are a difficult concept for children to grasp but you have made it so easy. Dyer 7 years ago from
Northern California I always thought pies were a good way to teach fractions. I put measuring cups in the tub
so the girls to measure water. Lisa Auch 7 years ago from Scotland I ave had a quick scan through and I am
going to bookmark this for tomorrow late here and will come back tomorrow with my daughter, as this is
exactly what we need to crack fractions! I should have known you would have had what I needed ;- Thanks
jimmie! We sorted them like you did with your foods. It also worked well to see spatially by comparing a blog
that is 2x6 and saying what it we split it into 6 pieces - then putting together 6 blocks 2x1. Then what if we
split our big blog into 12 pieces. We put together 12 blocks 1x1. I think you really have to teach with
manipulatives to get it right! Rulers and measuring cups are my favorites. JoshK47 7 years ago Great ideas - I
kind of wish my mom had been as creative with my curiculum when I was being homeschooled.
TeacherSerenia 7 years ago Maths was never my strong point, but this lens has some excellent ideas and
resources for learning about fractions. AlisonMeacham 7 years ago This is just what I was looking for to
inspire my son to learn about fractions. Teaching match to children is really difficult. But if you teach them in
a creative and fun way, they will surely learn. LouisaDembul 7 years ago My daughter just started learning
fractions in school, so this will be very handy! Think I like the baking tip Philippians i love teach fractions
with cards and shapes! I am going to do this with my boys. I need to go over fractions and your suggestions
are very helpful. D Blackspaniel1 Nice lens. Just joined your fan club. Blessed by an April Fools Angel.
Lensrolled to my How to Learn Fractions lens. Jeanette 7 years ago from Australia Great ideas. This lens has
been blessed by the maths angel and added to my best maths resources lens. Ann Hinds 7 years ago from So
Cal As a parent of a 4th grader, this is a great site with lots and lots of helpful information and tools. You bet
this got and Squid Angel blessing, it is going to be a blessing for me. This is a very good resource for anyone
trying to teach their kids fractions, nicely done. JoyfulPamela2 8 years ago from Pennsylvania, USA We have
many homemade fraction manipulatives that we have used, but you have some new varieties! Thanks for
sharing them. Thanks so much for this help! Thank you for taking the time to post your resources. I started
with Legos yesterday. Joan Hall 9 years ago from Los Angeles Great pictures and activities. Andy-Po 9 years
ago Great ideas.
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Chapter 5 : Fun Family Card Game for Kids to learn fractions - Monkey Fractions. Educational Math Toy
The Beginning Fraction s card game is an entertaining way for students to learn the basic concept of fractions. The
game reinforces fundamental fraction concepts including halves Hands-On Learning Beginning Fractions Card Game
(Hands-On Learning Math Games): School Specialty Publishing: calendrierdelascience.com: Books.

Play Fraction Games Are fractions your nightmare? Turn the nightmare to fun with fraction games. Once they
get the hang of them, kids like fractions! Then, as they move through school without the basics, fractions
become a source of fear. Fraction games for kids can help change that! Give a child you know the benefit of
using these games to start off on the right foot, or to sort out the trouble of the past. Need to review fractions
before going to the fraction activities? Students get a chance to explore fractions with these fraction puzzles.
Your students will enjoy this fraction activity and learn all about equivalent fractions at the same time! That
way they can have that "Oh, I see" moment and. Visualize multiplying and dividing fractions with fraction
rectangles. Are you using fraction strips for teaching fractions yet? Students will love getting practice adding
and subtracting fractions with Fraction Fiasco. Our new printable fraction board game that again! Ready for
some basketball? Paper basketball that is. In Fraction Rings, students will students get practice adding
fractions by first finding a common denominator. We provide some of our own and give links to others
already on the Internet. Four-Sums Fractions is a fun activity for kids that are beginning to learn about adding
fractions with common denominators. You can just print off the game boards and fraction cards right from
your computer.
Chapter 6 : 7 Fun Fraction Games For Kids (Teacher Approved!)
FREE Pizza Fraction Game - Kids will love learning about fractions with this fun printable Pizza Fraction Game for
graders. These free pizza fraction printables are a great way to have fun and learn about equivalent fractions.

Chapter 7 : Hands-on Games & Activities | calendrierdelascience.com
Fraction strips are a hands-on way for demonstrating how fractions work! Teachers and parents find may find this to be
a good teaching tool when it comes to getting their students to feel comfortable with the concept of fractions.

Chapter 8 : Hands-On Ways to Teach Fractions | WeHaveKids
Monkey Fractions is our step towards inculcating visual learning in kids. The images used can be easily found around us
and thus will help kids to make the fraction connection. Kids will learn fractions, not through jargons but real life objects
around them.
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